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Leaf is pleased to announce its final draft/prospect product for 2013: 
Leaf Trinity Baseball. On the heels of this year’s smash hit in football, 

Trinity delivers to collectors a premium experience in the category.
 

Production for 2013 is limited to a mere 250 10-box cases.
Each box will contain five autographed cards from
among Trinity’s three solid conceptual elements.

 
LOOK FOR:

 PURE (GLASS) AUTOGRAPHS:  This exciting technology stole the show 
in 2013 Trinity Football and arrives again in the Baseball incarnation ready

to amaze collectors with stunning glass style transparent cards featuring all 
ON-CARD autographs. These will be numbered by

hand with parallels as low as 1/1!
 

INSCRIPTION AUTOGRAPHS: This set features ON-CARD
autographs of many of the year’s top prospects and draft picks (some

of which will include additional inscriptions added to the card)!
Look for parallels as limited as 1/1!   

 
PATCH AUTOS: This set returns form the popular football release, except 
this time EVERY CARD IS SIGNED ON-CARD. The football patches were 
wildly popular without autographs, which makes the popularity of this set

with autographs off the charts! Look for parallels as limited as 1/1! 

Orders are due 12/10/2013  -  Ships late December 2013

250 Numbered Cases Produced
10 Boxes per Case

Five Autographed Cards per Box


